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1 A short tutorial

After running a code with IT++, by Microsoft Visual Studio for example,
it might be useful if one can export a data file from IT++ such that one
is able to read in MATLAB. IT++ provides a routine of doing this and a
MATLAB file is available to load the exported file.

For example, one can use the following routine to save the variable a to
the file my_file_name.it.

#include <itpp/itbase.h>
using namespace itpp;
int main() {

it_file my_file("my_file_name.it");
vec a = "1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0";
my_file << Name("a") << a;
return 0;}

Alternatively, one can save several variables from the IT++ simula-
tion to a single file. For example, from a QPSK simulation in IT++, one
may have EbN0dB, which contains all the simulated bit signal to noise ra-
tio (SNR), and bit_error_rate, which contains all the simulated bit er-
ror rate for the corresponding SNR. Then, one may include the following
code in order to save EbN0dB and bit_error_rate as EbN0dB and ber into
qpsk_result_file.it.

//Save the results to file:
ff.open("qpsk_result_file.it");
ff << Name("EbN0dB") << EbN0dB;
ff << Name("ber") << bit_error_rate;
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ff.close();
cin >> x;

The exported file qpsk_result_file.it can be found under C:\WINDOWS.
Copy this file into a folder which is directed by MATLAB. Also copy the file
itload.m and itsave.m from \itpp-4.0.1\itpp-4.0.1\extras into the
same folder. In MATLAB, run the following code.

itload(’qpsk_result_file.it’) % load the exported it++ file
% one obtain EbN0dB and ber
figure,
semilogy(EbN0dB, ber,’-v’)
title(’BER versus SNR: QPSK’)
xlabel(’E_b/N_0 in dB’)
ylabel(’bit error rate’)
grid;

This results in the following figure. In this way, the obtained variables
from the simulation in IT++ can be exported, and read in MATLAB.
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Figure 1: BER versus SNR in QPSK
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